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High-Impact, High-Grade Copper in Australia.  

Stavely Minerals’ are serious mineral explorers, led by an impressive 

geologist, Chris Cairns. The company are exploring for Tier-1 copper 

deposits in Australia, arguably the best mining jurisdiction in the world. 

 

In September 2019, Stavely made a high-grade copper discovery when 

hole 50 intersected 32m at 5.9% copper, 1.0 g/t gold and 58.0 g/t 

silver from only 62m downhole. The intersection included 2m at 40.0% 

copper, 3.0 g/t gold and 517.0 g/t silver. The drill core pictured below is 

from 85m downhole. 

 

 
 

The Cayley Lode, as it’s now known, is being drilled over 1km of strike 

and to a depth of 200m. The strategy is to define an economic open-pit 

project first. An end-of-year maiden resource of 15Mt at 1.3% copper 

and 0.3 g/t Au seems highly achievable, with further upside to come. Our 

simplified-NPV calculations suggest a 20Mt resource at similar grades 

would back-stop the company’s current market capitalisation. This is 

important for investors, since the upside potential from exploration 

below 200m would effectively come for free.  

 

Hole 50 validated a theory that mineralisation showed a remarkable 

similarity to the copper-lode-style ore found at the Magma Mine in 

Arizona, where structurally-controlled copper-gold lodes are found at 

shallower depths. It was a huge break-through. After all, the Magma 

Copper Mine was in operation for 71 years and sits above the giant 

Resolution porphyry (BHP/Rio). The Stavely Project is a strongly 

oxidised system with low pH fluids, and is carrying a lot of metal. The 

exploration potential is enormous. Recently released seismic data has 

identified two potential porphyry targets sitting at depth, that the 

company plan to drill early next year. Stavely have a proven-management 

team that own 30% of the shares. According to Chris Cairns, ‘While 

there are never any guarantees in exploration. This represents the 

most compelling discovery opportunity I have seen in my career.’ 

The Stavely team are hunting for Cadia Ridgeway – Mark 2. 

Stavely Minerals Ltd. 
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Stavely Minerals’ Thursday’s Gossan prospect has interested mining 

companies and geologists for decades. In the early 1990’s the project was 

held by North Limited who were looking to repeat the success of their 

Northparkes copper-gold porphyry discovery. After drilling a few holes 

with modest grade copper-gold intercepts, they dropped the property in 

the mid-1990’s. Since then, the tenement has been subject to earn-in and 

JV agreements with Newcrest, CRA Australia (now part of Rio Tinto) 

and Beaconsfield Gold. The promising signs were there but no-one 

had made a break-through. 

 

In 2013, Chris Cairns and his team had parachuted out of Integra Mining, 

after selling the company to Silver Lake for A$426m, and were looking 

for new projects. By May 2013, their new vehicle, Stavely Minerals had 

completed the purchase of the Stavely and Ararat projects from BCD 

Resources. 

 

Chris Cairns had examined drill core at the Stavely Project and believed 

that the acidic alteration in the core suggested the top of a large system, 

and that a porphyry potentially lay preserved at depth. 

 

Hole SNDD001 at 95m: Indications of Strongly Acidic Fluid. 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals 2019 Presentation. 

 

The Stavely Project: 

 

Stavely Minerals now controls 1,461 square-kilometres of ground in 
Victoria, with multiple prospects. However, the two cornerstone assets 
are the 100%-owned Stavely Project (blue outline in figure on following 
page) and the 100%-owned Mt Ararat Copper Project (purple outline in 
figure on following page).  
 
 

The Northparkes mine is 

located in New South Wales, 

Australia and commenced 

open-pit operations in 1994. 

Block-caving started in 1997.  
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Stavely Project Location Map 
 

 
Source: 14 July 2020 Stavely Minerals ASX release. 
 
When Stavely acquired the Stavely Project, the Thursday’s Gossan 
prospect already had an Inferred JORC resource of 28.1 million tonnes at 
0.4% copper. The resource covered a chalcocite-enriched blanket 
occurring 30 to 80 metres below surface and was based on 225 shallow 
holes. 
 

 

The Stavely Project includes; 

Thursday’s Gossan Deposit, 

Junction Copper Prospect, 

Fairview Gold Prospect & 

the Wickliffe Base Metal 

Prospect. 
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Stavely, however, were interested in drilling deeper. Drilling at the 
Thursday’s Gossan prospect began in 2014 with assays from the first 
hole, SMD001, announced 24 August 2014. 
 
Broad intervals of low-grade copper mineralisation (82m at 0.12% Cu, 
46m at 0.19% Cu and 28m at 0.15% Cu) were encountered in the first 
hole supporting the thesis that SMD001 had ‘intersected the edge of, or 
drilled over the top of, a large porphyry copper system.’ 
 
Notably, at 293m depth in hole SMD001, Stavely geologists identified a 
biotite (potassic) altered xenolith. A xenolith is a type of rock that is not 
from its surrounding environment and has been ‘introduced from 
elsewhere’. The word literally means ‘foreign rock’. Stavely described the 
xenolith as a ‘rock fragment ripped up from depth by an intrusive dyke’ 
and suggested that ‘a target zone of better developed copper-gold 
mineralisation remains at depth beneath SMD001.’ 
 

Hole 1 (SMD001): Biotite (Potassic) Altered Xenolith Encountered at 293m depth. 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals, 28 August 2014. 

 
So, why is this potassic-altered xenolith important? If we consider the 
alteration zoning of a copper porphyry (see image below), the heart of the 
deposit is a potassic-altered region that often contains biotite. By 
implication, the potassic-section of a nearby porphyry could be the 
original source of the xenolith, before a powerful geological event 
displaced the rock to its current environment.  
 
Cross Section of a Porphyry Copper Deposit (Lowell & Guilbert) 

 

The majority of exploration 

since 2014 has focused on 

Thursday’s Gossan, 

targeting a Tier-1 copper-

gold porphyry. 
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Using the knowledge gained from the first drill holes, Stavely set about 
trying to locate the Porphyry at depth. 

 
By January 2015, they concluded that a shallow dipping fault structure 
had displaced the geology of the deposit. 
 
Sequence Showing Shallow-Dipping Structural Un-Roofing: 

  
Source: Stavely Minerals’ ASX Release 27 January 2015. 
 
Chris Cairns commented at the time that they, ‘were also the first to 
recognise the influence of a major shallow-dipping fault at depth. This 
may go some way to explaining the lack of success of previous 
explorers.’  
 
Locating the porphyry proved elusive over subsequent years but progress 
was made with hole SMD044 in 2019. The hole intersected 952m at 
0.23% copper, not only reflecting a very large system but analysis of the 
core towards the bottom of the hole suggested ‘cooling  
hydrothermal fluid in a near porphyry setting.’ 
 
  

 

‘Mother nature has had 

500 million years to move 

the furniture around 

downstairs.’ C. Cairns  

Evidence of a porphyry 

nearby? 
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Hole 44 - SMD 044 Cross Section: 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals’ 23 April 2019 ASX Release. 

 
A technical report titled ‘Comments on the Significance of 
Diamond Drill Hole SMD044 at the Stavely Porphyry Cu-Au 

Project, Western Victoria, Australia.’ by world-renowned 
consultant geologist Greg Corbett was released in February 2019.  
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The report stated that;  
 
‘Significant bornite-chalcocite mineralisation has recently been 
intercepted from 890-928.3 meters by diamond drill hole SMD044 
(38.3m at 1.59% Cu, 0.27g/t Au and 8g/t Ag) meters at Thursdays 
Gossan, in the northern portion of the much larger Victor zoned 
hydrothermal alteration. This drill intercept is hosted within the major NS 
trending steep west dipping Thursdays Gossan Fault which has been 
traced laterally with drill intercepts for some 750 metres and remains 
open to the south. The copper mineralisation overprints earlier pyrite D 
veins, which are well developed throughout the recent Thursdays Gossan 

drill core, with a para-genetic sequence of chalcopyrite -> bornite -> 
chalcocite -> tennantite-tetrahedrite, typical for fluid evolution of a 
cooling magmatic hydrothermal fluid. The Magma vein adjacent to the 
Resolution Porphyry Cu, Arizona, is described (Ransome, 1912) 
with a similar pyrite-> chalcopyrite -> bornite -> chalcocite 
paragenetic sequence.’  
 
Relationship Between Magma Mine Copper Lodes and the 
Resolution Porphyry Copper Mineralisation. 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals’ ASX release 12 March 2019.  
 
Chris Cairns commented in March 2019, ‘The analogy being applied is 
the relationship between Magma Copper Mine’s structurally-controlled 

Bornite and Chalcocite are 

high-order copper minerals. 

Chalcocite molecules contain 

approximately 80% copper by 

weight. Bornite molecules 

contain approximately 64% 

copper by weight. 
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copper-lodes and the Resolution porphyry (1.8Bt at 1.53% copper – Rio 
Tinto, 2018), considered to be the source of the mineralising fluids being 
drawn away from the porphyry and migrating within dilatant structures. 
This copper-lode style of mineralisation is more proximal to the porphyry 
source than would be high sulphidation-style copper-gold mineralisation 
and provides very significant encouragement that the source 
porphyry is not far away.’ 
 
Hole 44 led to a decision to drill a shallow, structurally-controlled target 
along a steeply-dipping Ultramafic Contact Fault. This strategy effectively 
targeted similar, structurally-controlled Magma Copper Mine lode veins 
found at shallower depths to the Resolution porphyry in Arizona. 
 
Hole 50: 
 

SMD 050 Drill Section: 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals’ ASX release 26 September 2019. 
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The strategy was a resounding success, proving that Stavely were 
on the right track with the geological model. The hole intersected 
32m at 5.88% copper, 1.0 g/t gold and 58 g/t silver from 62m 
downhole. Interestingly, after the copper-gold-silver 
mineralisation, an intersection of 4.4m at 3.98% nickel and 0.23% 
cobalt was also intersected, suggesting a heavily-mineralised 
system. 
 
By June 2019, the intercept in hole 85 had extended the 
mineralisation of the shallow copper-gold lode, now named the 
Cayley Lode, to over 1.5km of strike, remaining open along 
strike in both directions and down-dip. 
 

Thursday’s Gossan Drill Collar Location Plan: 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals’ ASX Release, 15 June 2020 
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Stavely are taking a systematic exploration approach. First, 
they are drilling out the Cayley Lode over 1km of strike where the 
deposit sits within 200m of surface. This is to delineate an 
economic, open-pit project which can provide a path to cash-
flow. 

 
What’s exciting, is that this appears to be the tip of the iceberg. 
The current drilling is taking place on the structure within the 
orange box in the figure below. However, mineralisation has been 
found on the other structures shown. Ie. the Ultramafic Contact 
Fault (UCF) below the Low Angle Structure, the Copper Lode 
Splay (CLS) the North South Structure (NSS). This is a cross 
section and doesn’t show the strike potential. And these are only 
the structures known so far.  

 
Current Programs – Systematic Exploration Approach: 

 
Source: Stavely Minerals’ June 2020 Presentation. 
 
 

It took 71 years of operation 

to mine the structurally 

controlled copper-gold lodes 

at the Magma Copper Mine in 

Arizona. 
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Exploration Potential: 
 
In our opinion, the exploration potential is excellent.  
 
As mentioned, three structures containing lode-style 
mineralisation are known, and it is likely that others will be found 
by following up on aeromagnetic data, structural analysis and 
geochemistry, and consideration of known drill intercepts at 
depth. Each lode could potentially contain 15Mt of high-grade 
mineralisation to a depth of 500m below surface and another 
15Mt from 500m to 1,000m below surface, based on conservative 
estimates of 750m strike length and 15m widths. If the analogy 
with the Magma deposit is valid, strike lengths could be 
considerably more than this. 
 
In summary, lode-style resources of at least 50Mt could be 
ultimately outlined to a depth of 500m and another 50Mt to 
1000m. Note that there are a few deeper intercepts in the Cayley 
Lode, for example; 
 
SMD085: 23.0m at 1.1% Cu, 0.1 g/t Au from 339m and 4m at 
4.4% Cu, 0.3 g/t Au, 7.9 g/t Ag from 357m. 
 
SMD088: with 15.6m at 1.3% Cu, 0.2g/t Au, 5.0g/t Ag from 
342m. 
 
SMD089: 9.7m at 3.1% Cu, 1.0g/t Au, 26g/t Ag. 
 
If strike lengths are doubled then the potential tonnage 
could also double. 
 
Analysis of the copper sulphide zones shows the presence of 
bornite and enargite mineralisation in deeper drill holes, 
suggesting that copper and gold grades may increase with 
depth. 
 
Stavely are using the Magma deposit as a geological analogy. The 
Magma Vein was an exceptionally high-grade copper-gold-silver 
vein that was mined from underground and directly linked to the 
Resolution porphyry deposit at depth. It appears that this analogy 
is valid and has been backed-up by some extremely thorough 
scientific work done by Stavely and its consultants. This work 
includes; 
 
White mica infrared absorption work, light sulphur isotope 
studies, K and Sr geochemistry, spectral measurements, U-Pb 
geochronology, copper sulphide species distribution, alteration 
assemblage zonation analysis and petrology, whole rock litho-
geochemistry and vein characteristics. 
 
 

Extract from The Story of the 

Magma Mine: Between 1910 

and 1951, 8.8m tons of ore 

were recovered. The ore 

averaged 5.5% Copper, 0.033 

oz of gold and 2.2 oz of silver. 
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The Porphyry Potential: 
 

Stavely have recently released the results of a HiSeis Pty seismic 
survey taken at the beginning of 2020. The survey showed ‘good 
reflectivity throughout the seismic sections’ and ‘supports the 
mineralisation model adopted by Stavely Minerals.’ The rock 
property measurements from drilling suggests that high 
reflectivity takes place at the top of the potassic zone in the 
alteration system This region is shown by the red rectangle in the 
slide below. 
 

 
Source: HiSeis Interpretation Report of Thursday’s Gossan, 9 September 2020. 

 
Crucially, ‘seismic data supports the presence of two 
porphyries.’ 
 

 
Source: HiSeis Report of Thursday’s Gossan, dated 9 September 2020. 

 

The discovery of a 

Porphyry would be a 

game-changer. 
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Stavely intend to drill two ~1,500m deep holes to test the 
reflectors defined in the seismic data. The holes are currently 
planned to begin in the New Year and will be drilled concurrently 
 
Cayley Lode Open Pit Project Potential Economics: 

 
Going back to the economics of the Cayley Lode open pit 
project. We’ve built a simplified, back-of-the-envelope NPV, as a 
sense check, that considers transporting whole-ore by rail for 
processing by a third party. After all, a rail line crosses the Stavely 
Project tenement, and could prove beneficial in reaching early 
cash flow. 
 
The process of moving the rail line on the project boundary will 
likely take up to four years, and so we’ve considered a simplified 
NPV starting in four years’ time. 

 
Simple NPV Valuation Based on Third Party Toll Treatment of Direct Shipping Ore: 
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At this early stage, there are many assumptions made in the above 
calculation and it’s important to point out that no reserves have 
yet been defined. But in our opinion, it helps with understanding 
where Stavely Minerals are from an investment perspective and 
highlights that an economic project appears to be materialising. 
 
Porphyry exploration is risky business but an economic project 
for the shallow, open-pit Cayley Lode seems highly achievable, 
back-stopping the company’s current market cap. With this in 
mind, the exploration potential from drilling other deeper 
structures (underground potential) and the potential for locating a 
porphyry effectively comes for free. 

 
 
 

Conclusion: 
 

Stavely Minerals continues to make excellent progress drilling out the shallow Cayley Lode over 
1km of strike. Recent drilling has also confirmed that mineralisation continues above and below 
a fault known as the Low Angle Structure (LAS) suggesting that this fault’s influence is simply a 
modest offset to the mineralisation. Mineralisation has been intercepted at drill depths of greater 
than 900 metres suggesting a large system is in place. 
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Drilling will likely accelerate going forward with 6 rigs expected on site from September. A 
maiden JORC Mineral Resource on the Cayley Lode is targeted for the second half of 2020. 
Drilling will continue to help build a picture of the structural geology of the deposit. 
 
The structurally controlled copper lodes are similar to the Magma Vein copper lodes found at 
the Magma mine. You can follow the Magma copper lode veins to the Resolution copper 
porphyry, which contains 1.8billion tonnes of ore at 1.53% copper. A porphyry has not been 
intersected yet at Stavely, but the evidence is mounting that a porphyry is located nearby. The 
copper lodes are looking promising but the big prize might be buried nearby. Stavely intend to 
drill two ~1,500m deep drill holes to test the clearly defined reflectors observed in recently 
acquired seismic data. The deep holes are planned in the New Year. The majors, no doubt, will 
be watching closely. 
 
 

 
REPORT END 
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APPENDIX 
 

  Seismic Line Location Map: 

 
  Source: Stavely Resources’ ASX Release 15 July 2020. 
 
HiSeis Seismic Report on Thursday’s Gossan: 
 

Source: HiSeis Report of Thursday’s Gossan, dated 9 September 2020. 
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  Source: HiSeis Report of Thursday’s Gossan, dated 9 September 2020. 

 
 

Geology of South East Australia: 

 
Source: Stavely Prospectus, March 2014. 
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Copyright and risk warnings 
 
Stavely Minerals Ltd. (“Stavely” or the “Company”) is a corporate client of Arlington Group Asset Management 
Limited (“Arlington”). Arlington will receive compensation for providing fundraising, and other services to the 
Company including the publication and dissemination of marketing material from time to time.  

This note reflects the objective views of Arlington.  However, the Company covered in this note pays Arlington a fee, 
commission or other remuneration in order that this research may be made available. This note meets the requirements 
of an acceptable minor non-monetary benefit under COBS 2.3A.19 R (5)(b). 

This note is a marketing communication and NOT independent research. As such, it has not been prepared in 
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and this note is 
NOT subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

Not an offer to buy or sell: 

Under no circumstances is this note to be construed to be an offer to buy or sell or deal in any security and/or  
derivative instruments. It is not an initiation or an inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 of 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. 

Note prepared in good faith and in reliance on publicly available information: 

Comments made in this note have been arrived at in good faith and are based, at least in part, on current public 
information that Arlington considers reliable, but which it does not represent to be accurate or complete, and it should 
not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are current 
as of the date of this document and are subject to change without prior notification. No representation or warranty 
either actual or implied is made as to the accuracy, precision, completeness or correctness of the statements, opinions 
and judgements contained in this document. 

Arlington’s and related interests: 

The approved persons who produced this note may be directors, employees and/or associates of Arlington. Arlington 
and/or its employees and/or directors and associates may or may not hold shares, warrants, options, other derivative 
instruments or other financial interests in Stavely Minerals Ltd. and reserve the right to acquire, hold or dispose of 
such positions in the future and without prior notification to Stavely Minerals Ltd. or any other person. 

Information purposes only: 

This document is intended to be for background information purposes only and should be treated as such. This note 
is furnished on the basis and understanding that Arlington is under no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect 
thereof, to Stavely, or any other person. 

Investment Risk Warning: 

The value of any potential investment made in relation to companies mentioned in this document may rise or fall and 
sums realised may be less than those originally invested. Any reference to past performance should not be construed 
as being a guide to future performance. 

Investment in small companies, and especially mineral exploration companies, carries a high degree of risk and 
investment in the companies or minerals mentioned in this document may be affected by related currency variations. 
Changes in the pricing of related currencies and or commodities mentioned in this document may have an adverse 
effect on the value, price or income of the investment. 

Distribution: 

This note is not for public distribution, nor for distribution to, or to be used by, or to be relied upon by any person 
other than the Company. Without limiting the foregoing, this note may not be distributed to any persons (or groups 
of persons), to whom such distribution would contravene the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 or would 
constitute a contravention of the corresponding statute or statutory instrument in any other jurisdiction. 
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Disclaimer 

 

This report has been forwarded to you solely for information and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation 

of an offer to sell, buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto 

(“financial instruments”). This report is intended for use by professional and business investors only. This report may 

not be reproduced without the consent of Arlington Group Asset Management Limited. 

The information and opinions expressed in this report have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but, 

neither Arlington Group Asset Management Limited, nor any of its directors, officers, or employees accepts liability 

from any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. Any 

opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this report. There can be no assurance 

that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates. Past performance should 

not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or 

implied is made regarding future performance. This information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is 

not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the 

company and its subsidiaries. Arlington is not agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, forecasts or 

estimates contained herein.  

The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency 

denominated securities and financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive 

or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions, 

including those involving futures, options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk and are 

not suitable for all investors. This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation 

and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report. 

The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency 

denominated securities and financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive 

or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions, 

including those involving futures, options & other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk & are not 

suitable for all investors. This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and 

the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report. Investors should seek financial advice 

regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities, financial instrument or investment strategies discussed in 

this report. 

Arlington Group Asset Management Limited (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by 

law, own or have a position in the securities or financial instruments (including derivative instruments or any other 

rights pertaining thereto) of any company or related company referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any 

such position or may make a market or act as principle in any transaction in such securities or financial instruments. 

Directors of Arlington Group Asset Management Limited may also be directors of any of the companies mentioned 

in this report. Arlington Group Asset Management Limited may from time to time provide or solicit investment 

banking or other financial services to, for or from any company referred to herein. Arlington Group Asset 

Management Limited (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, act upon or use the 

information or opinions presented herein, or research or analysis on which they are based prior to the material being 

published. 

To our readers in the United Kingdom, this report has been issued by Arlington Group Asset Management Limited, 

a firm authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This report is not for distribution to private 

customers. 

This report is not intended for use by, or distribution to, US corporations that do not meet the definition of a major 

US institutional investor in the United States or for use by any citizen or resident of the United States. 

This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in 

part, copies circulated, or disclosed to another party, without the prior written consent of Arlington Group Asset 

Management Limited. Securities referred to in this research report may not be eligible for sale in those jurisdictions 

where Arlington Group Asset Management Limited is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular, 

Arlington Group Asset Management Limited does not allow the redistribution of this report to non-professional 

investors and cannot be held responsible in any way for third parties who affect such redistribution. © 2020 
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